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Shubnikov–de Haas effect in the superconducting state of an organic superconductor
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We report the observation of Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscillations in the mixed state of the organic
superconductorb9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CH2CF2SO3 (Tc'4.4 K!. At low temperatures the SdH oscillations per-
sist clearly below the upper critical fieldBc2(0)'3.6 T almost down to the field where the resistivity vanishes.
Rather unusually, no additional damping of the SdH-signal amplitude — as well as of the de Haas–van Alphen
amplitude — is observed in the superconducting state. This indicates that the damping in the vortex state of
this quasi-two-dimensional superconductor is different in character to that observed for most three-dimensional
materials.
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After the report of de Haas–van Alphen~dHvA! oscilla-
tions in the superconducting state of 2H-NbSe2 more than
twenty years ago,1 this remarkable phenomenon has gain
broad attention only recently. The dHvA effect in the vort
state seems to be a universal property as was confirmed
perimentally for a large variety of different type-
superconductors.2 The observation of magnetic quantum o
cillations, which usually is being taken as clear-cut eviden
for the existence of a Fermi surface~FS!, is highly unex-
pected in the mixed state of a superconductor where a
tially inhomogeneous energy gap evolves below the up
critical fieldBc2. Indeed, the microscopic mechanism leadi
to these oscillations is still lacking a satisfactory explanati
Much theoretical work has been devoted to an understan
of the commonly observed additional attenuation of
dHvA oscillations in the vortex state with respect to t
normal-state damping.3–10 Most of these theories predict i
addition to the usual exponential damping, caused by qu
particle scattering with ratet0

21 due to static defects an
impurities and described by the Dingle factorRD
5exp(2rpmb /eBt0),

2,11 a further reduction factorRS , which
conveniently can be expressed in analogy toRD with an
additional scattering ratets

21 .2 Here,r counts the harmonics
of the oscillations,mb is the bare cyclotron effective mas
unaffected by many-body interactions, andt0 is related to
the Dingle temperature viaTD5\/2pkBt0. The predicted
field dependence of the scattering ratets

21 is governed by a
possible spatial variation of the order parameter as calcul
for various models.2 However, within the present models n
consistent explanation of the experimental dHvA data for
different materials has been achieved.

To our knowledge, no Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscilla-
tions have been reported so far for any material in the su
conducting state. This seems to be of no surprise since
necessary ingredient for the observation of SdH oscillati
is the presence of a finite resistivity which at first sight co
tradicts the principal property of a superconductor, nam
R50. However, belowBc2 strongly type-II layered super
conductors are characterized by a large reversible re
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~18!/11973~4!/$15.00
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where vortices are free to move and a finite resistivity exis
At lower fields or lower temperatures the strength for vort
pinning eventually exceeds the Lorentz force andR indeed
goes to zero. In most conventional metals the dHvA effec
experimentally easier to detect than SdH oscillations. T
small SdH amplitude is caused by the typically very lo
relative number of electrons at the extremal area of the
which contribute to magnetic quantum oscillations. This
fundamentally different for the quasi-two-dimensional~2D!
organic metals with only one or two bands crossing
Fermi leveleF and FS’s which consist of only slightly cor
rugated cylinders.12 This means that although the total ele
tron densityn is low ~of the order of 1021 cm23) almost all
electrons ateF contribute to the oscillations. The amplitud
of the SdH oscillations is, within a usually good approxim
tion ~see below!, proportional to the relative change of th
density of statesDN(eF)/N0 at the FS (N0 is the steady
density of states!. Therefore, for many 2D organic metals th
SdH effect is easy to detect.12

The organic superconductor studied here
b9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CH2CF2SO3 ~BEDT-TTF is
bisethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene! with a bulk Tc54.4 K
and an upper critical fieldBc2'3.6 T for T→0 determined
from the specific heat.13 SdH ~Ref. 14! as well as dHvA
experiments15,16 show consistently one small 2D FS with a
area of 5% of the first 2D Brillouin zone. Band-structu
calculations predict a somewhat larger 2D hole pocket
addition to a pair of wavy 1D electron sheets.14

The investigated crystals were grown b
electrocrystallization.17 Here we present SdH and dHvA re
sults for five selected crystals labeledA2E. SampleA was
measured in a3He cryostat down toT50.45 K, sampleB in
a toploading dilution refrigerator down to 25 mK. Thin cu
rent leads~15 mm gold wire! were glued with graphite past
to the samples. The interplane resistance was measured
a four-point low-frequency ac-resistance bridge with a c
rent of a fewmA. The magnetic field was oriented perpe
dicular to the BEDT-TTF planes along thec axis, i.e.,par-
allel to the current. This configuration minimizes the Ha
contribution to the measured signal and allows a straight
R11 973 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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ward extraction of the SdH signal, i.e., the relative cond
tance oscillationsDs5s/sb21. Thereby the conductanc
s was calculated by inverting the measured resistance
the steady part of the conductance,sb , was fitted by a poly-
nomial. The dHvA signals were measured with capacita
cantilever torque magnetometers. SampleC was measured in
a 3He cryostat and the samplesD andE in different dilution
refrigerators. The magnetic field was oriented at about
off the c axis in order to increase the sensitivity of the torq
magnetometer. At this orientation the dHvA frequency a
Bc2 is increased by only about 3%.

Figure 1 shows the resistance of sampleB as a function of
magnetic field for different temperatures. ForT525 mK and
T595 mK, SdH oscillations are visible soon after a nonze
resistance is detected, depicted forT595 mK more clearly in
Fig. 2~a!. The inset showsDs between 1.95 and 2.5 T from
which a SdH frequency ofF519961 T is derived. For
higher fields the SdH amplitudes, residing on an appro
mately quadratically increasing background magnetore
tance, grow quickly. In agreement with previous results14–16

we observe one fundamental SdH frequencyF with an effec-
tive mass ofmc'2me , whereme is the free electron mass

A central challenge for the present investigation is
reliable extraction of the upper critical fieldBc2. AroundBc2
only feeble effects occur inR and the magnetization. This
on the one side, hampers the exact determination ofBc2, on
the other hand it is the very existence of a large resistivity
the superconducting state which offers the possibility to
serve SdH quantum oscillations in the superconducting s
One of the most reliable ways to determineBc2 are specific-
heat measurements which yieldBc253.660.5 T,13 although
there are large error bars towards low temperatures. M
easier to detect is the irreversibility field,Birr , which is
shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The data are extracted fr
ac-susceptibility measurements,x, ~on a different crystal!13

and torque-magnetization data,t, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. A
clear hysteresis int is apparent between the up and dow
sweep with field.Birr can be determined accurately from th
field where the difference first deviates from zero@inset of

FIG. 1. Field dependence of the interplane resistance for
lected temperatures~sampleB). The inset shows the temperatu
dependence of the upper critical field as deduced by specific heC
and the irreversibility field as extracted from susceptibility,x ~Ref.
13!, and torque,t, data. The dashed line is a quadratic fit throu
the C data and extrapolates toBc2'3.6 T.
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Fig. 2~b!#. For 20 mK this occurs at about 3.4 T, whic
means thatBc2 must be definitely larger than this value giv
ing support for the estimatedBc2 from specific-heat data
Towards higher temperatures,Birr rapidly decreases, thereb
increasing the region of the reversible Shubnikov phase.
low Birr clear dHvA oscillations are still visible@Fig. 2~b!#
which can be well resolved down to about 2 T in a succes-
sive slower field sweep.

The fundamentally new phenomenon we observed is
detection of a SdH signal in the superconducting mixed st
At about 0.1 K the oscillations in sampleB are detectable
down to very low fields~below 2 T! sitting on a well resolv-
able background resistance (;0.7 V at 1.95 T! @Fig. 2~a!#.
At T525 mK the reversible field range is considerably r
duced ~see inset of Fig. 1! and, correspondingly, the SdH
signal disappears already at;3 T in the background noise o
the measurement. Figure 3 compares the SdH signalsDs of
sampleA in the normal and superconducting states atT
50.45 K between 5 and 9 T and between 1.7 and 2 T~insets
of Fig. 3!. The fast Fourier transformation~FFT! of the data
between 1.7 and 2 T, i.e., well in the superconducting st
@Fig. 3~b!# reveals a clear peak at about 199 T at exactly
same frequencyF where the peak of the FFT in the norm
state is located@Fig. 3~a!#.

As mentioned, most theories for dHvA oscillations in th
vortex state3–10 predict an additional attenuation of the osc
lating signal with respect to the standard Lifshitz-Kosevi
~LK ! formula.11 For a detailed analysis of the field depe
dence of the dHvA and SdH oscillation amplitudes we p
formed FFT’s over small field intervals~containing five to
ten oscillations!. The resulting FFT amplitudesAFT are
shown in the so-called Dingle plot~Fig. 4!, where
AFT sinh(X)T21B21/2 is plotted on a logarithmic scale as
function of 1/B, with X52p2kBmcT/e\B.18 The straight

e-

,

FIG. 2. ~a! Field dependence ofR and the SdH signal~inset! of
sampleB at T595 mK. ~b! Torque signal of sampleD for up and
down sweep. At about 3.4 T a clear hysteresis is visible. The ins
shows the torque difference,Dt, for up and down sweeps at differ
ent temperatures. The irreversibility field is defined by the fie
whereDt becomes zero.
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lines fitted to the data correspond to Dingle temperature
TD50.23 K for sampleA andTD50.4160.04 K for sample
B.19 The latter value is not well defined since the data sh
a strong suppression ofAFT , due to a node in the SdH os
cillations around 2.8 T which is presumably caused by m
saicity of the sample. Nevertheless, no additional dampin
the SdH amplitude in the vortex state is realized for
present material.

We now compare this unusual SdH behavior with dH
measurements. For different samples we were able to
serve dHvA signals down to about 2.2 T atT50.41 K
~sampleC) and down to about 2 T at 20–30 mK~samplesD
andE). Figure 4 shows the Dingle plot of the FFT data f

FIG. 3. Fourier spectra of the SdH signals~insets! of sampleA
at T50.45 K in ~a! the normal state~5 T <B<9 T! and~b! in the
superconducting state~1.7 T<B<2 T!. Thex axes of the insets are
scaled linear in 1/B.

FIG. 4. Dingle plots of the SdH and dHvA amplitudesAFT of
five different samples. The solid lines are fits to the data yieldingTD

between 0.24 K~for sampleA) and 0.52 K (E).
of

-
of
e

b-

all three samples. In line with the SdH data there is no ad
tional attenuation visible belowBc2 nor below Birr , i.e.,
below the opening of the hysteresis loop@Fig. 2~b!#. The
solid lines represent the LK behavior withTD50.38 K, TD
50.40 K, andTD50.52 K for sampleC, D, andE, respec-
tively. We omitted data to higher fields since above about
T the two-dimensionality leads to deviations from the 3D L
behavior.16 It is interesting to note that in previous dHvA
experiments for the organic superconduc
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 as well, only a very gradua
damping of the dHvA amplitude was observed arou
Bc2.20–22 Further on, no additional damping belowBc was
reported for 2H-NbSe2 ~Ref. 23! and YNi2B2C.24

Our results show that there isno additional attenuation of
the SdH and of the dHvA signal when going through a
below Bc2. When superconductivity sets in, an energy g
opens and the quasiparticle density of states ateF usually
disappears. The reduced density and the gap ateF , which
may be anisotropic, is assumed3,4,6 to be the cause for the
additional attenuation of the dHvA signal. The nonexisten
of this attenuation in our SdH and dHvA signals may sugg
that no gap at the Fermi surface exists. Although some
periments on organic superconductors give some hints
gap nodes, specific-heat data forB50 clearly reveal an ex-
ponentially vanishing specific heat towards low tempe
tures, i.e., a fully gapped superconductor.13,25 This may be
significantly different forB.0 where the quasiparticle spec
trum is qualitatively altered by Landau quantization resulti
in a new superconducting state with basically gapless qu
particle excitations.2 This picture seems to be in line with th
strongly reduced specific-heat jump in field and the abse
of strong features in the magnetization.

While the dHvA effect, i.e., oscillations of the free-energ
derivativeM5dF/dB, presents an equilibrium property, th
resistivity oscillations are an essentially different pheno
enon including electron scattering in a magnetic field. T
detailed theory is rather involved26 but the qualitative fea-
tures can be rationalized by virtue of a simple argumen11

The probability for quasiparticle scattering is proportional
the number of states into which they can scatter. The den
of states at the Fermi level oscillates with the field with
amplitudeDN(eF) and correspondingly the scattering pro
ability. This finally leads to relative conductance oscillatio
Ds, the amplitudes of which are proportional t
DN(eF)/N0.

The observation of a finite resistivity in the supercondu
ing state is inherently coupled with moving vortices. On fi
sight, no Lorentz force acting on the~pancakelike! vortices is
expected for the chosen parallel field-current configurati
However, due to the strong anisotropy of the organic ma
rial the charge carriers are believed to reside for a cer
time within a highly conducting plane before a hoping pr
cess to the next plane occurs. In the Bardeen-Stephen m
dissipation occurs by ordinary resistive processes in the
tex core. Other dissipative mechanisms by quasiparticle
citations can be described with the time-depend
Ginzburg-Landau wave function.27 The radius of a vortex
core can be approximated by the coherence lengthj'

5AF0/2pBc2'10 nm, whereas the radius of a cyclotro
orbit is r 5\kF /eB which is ;260 nm at 2 T. Thereby
F05h/2e is the flux quantum and a circular in-plane Ferm
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surface with wave vectorkF5A2eF/\ is assumed. This
means that the observation of the SdH signal cannot sim
be attributed to electrons on cyclotron orbits within a vort
core. Therefore, dissipative mechanisms within the sup
conducting regions must play the dominant role for the
served resistivity and the SdH oscillations. This dissipat
originates from quasiparticle excitations as well as from
superfluid component. Both contributions may show an
cillating behavior with frequency as in the normal sta
which adds up to the SdH amplitude we observe. It isa
priori not clear how much each of these components cont
ute to the dHvA signal, i.e., to an oscillation in the density
states. For 2D, extremely type-II superconductors the ca
lated superconducting magnetization oscillation is predic
to be of the same order as the normal-electrons one.8 The
sum of these contributions may add up to magne
ls
ly
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oscillation signals which show no additional damping
even an increasing signal towards lower fields.8

In conclusion, we observed SdH oscillations in the mix
state of a strongly type-II 2D organic superconductor.
additional damping of the SdH as well as the dHvA sign
belowBc2 was observed. This suggests that in addition to
normal-electron contribution the superfluid component is
sponsible for the large signal. Our result shows that diss
tive mechanisms in the superconducting region, i.e., outs
of the vortex cores, are important for a finite resistivity in t
superconducting state.
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